Excerpt From the Personal Narrative Discussed by the Peer Conference Pair

Note: On the original version of the student’s paper, the highlighted sections represent revisions that were written on separate paper and taped onto the draft

My mom used a sidewalk check in, which is a little garage in the wall, and they take your luggage. Then they check your bags and finally run them on a conveyor belt into the real airport. It all worked out well. We waited a little while and then we got into the plane. I was really, really excited. I hadn’t been skiing for a year. Usually I hate skiing, but once I start it, I don’t want to leave. I knew it would be this way, so I was excited. After another ten minutes the plane took off. It was a fun ride because my brother and I played game boy and watched Lilo and Stitch on the plane. (A) I normally don’t like Disney movies because they’re all the same, but this one was different. It was better. (how was it better)

My mom told us to drink lots of water because of altitude sickness when we went up the mountain. I did but my brother didn’t. After an eternity we landed. We waited until the fasten seat belt sign was gone then we got out of the plane.